
 

Activity Name: Interactive session with successful startup founders - Panel discussion on 

”Successful Entrepreneurs: Challenges and Opportunities”. 

Speakers: Mr. Rohan Joshi, CEO of Wolken Software Pvt Ltd; Shreekrishna N M, Proprietor of 

Sri Raghavendra Transformers; Dr. Rupesh S Iyengar, Director of Services Consultants ,;Mr. 

Sujay Kumar C, CEO of Sri Saraswati Organics and Mr.Dhanush CEO of Cater Smart 

Moderator:  Dr. K P Lakshmi, Student Activity Coordinator of BMSCE IIC  

Date: 1st May 2020, at 11 AM. 

No.of Participants attended: 100 

 

Poster of the event : 

 

The session began with a welcome speech delivered by Ranjini Ravi Iyer, Student volunteer 

followed by an address to the panel by  Prof.Sanjana, the Student Activity Coordinator of 

BMSCE IIC who welcomed the speakers and gave the briefing for the session, it was then 

followed by a brief description of the speakers and their respective start-up companies. 

 

Mr. Rohan Joshi spoke about the economical change in the past two decades and the increase in 

opportunities that the present day offers. Mr. N. M Shreekrishna spoke about his journey as an 

entrepreneur coming from a Coffee planter family to how he got into the transformer industry when the 



economic situation was not in their favor and how the company sustained the changes and managed to 

grow by diversifying their products. The next speaker, 

Mr. Rupesh Iyengar spoke about his fond memory of his fellow students evaluating and presenting 

their ideas and the atmosphere around placements which led him to enter the entrepreneurial field by 

starting a firm with barely 2 years of experience. Mr. Sujay Kumar told us about his journey of how he 

started with a small part time ragi malt company which was fueled by his mother’s ragi malt and on 

advice soon quit his job and expanded it into a broader millet processing company. 

Mr. Dhanush Ravat, the youngest in the panel spoke about the potential in markets and how he set out 

looking for opportunities to introduce technology to an existing market. 

 

Dr. K P Lakshmi, Student Activity Counsellor of BMSCE IIC then began the panel discussion by stating 

the detailed guidelines for the session. Four, layered topics ranging from the characteristic qualities of 

entrepreneurs to sourcing financial assistance, navigating the process of risk taking, to analyzing the 

company’s statistics and objectives were asked and each panelist would have to answer the question 

within a time limit of 4 minutes each.    

 

The session began with questions that explored topics such as the traits and the characteristic qualities of 

an entrepreneur and the process of evaluating an idea or product while discussing how much our roots 

play a role and the right age to set out on an entrepreneurial dream. 

 

The panel discussion began with Mr.Rohan joshi who denied that the name of the college is very 

important and said that the students'  fundamentals, subject clarity and application of the knowledge 

collected is what makes a difference.He then spoke of his role models  BV Jagdish, KV Chandrashekar 

and  Desh Deshpande, particularly discussing Mr. Deshpande who by pooling in some money and 

bringing together talented engineers zeroed in and grew dubballi ,a rural area and started  the Deshpande 

foundation which addresses the base of the pyramid problems. Mr. Joshi also said that he doesn't believe 

that age is a barrier and spoke of the enthusiasm and excitement it brings him today at 51 years old, after 

27 years in the industry, starting out as a junior R&D employee to being a president of a company and 

working for his own objectives. He advised the budding entrepreneurs to not be afraid of failure but one 

must ensure that they fail for different reasons. 

 

The next speaker, Mr. N M Shreekrishna spoke of how though he came from an Electrical engineering 

background he still didn’t know much of transformers yet ventured out into the field as he saw a scope in 

the market. He told the students that one must have enthusiasm and good endurance to survive and 

struggle in the market. He also believes that education does not limit opportunities and is not the only 

factor that plays a role in entrepreneurship and encourages students to focus on the practicality and a 

realistic approach to their products and evaluation to achieve success. 

 

Mr.Rupesh Iyengar stressed on the importance of backing oneself in terms of finance and ideas for the 

company and advised them to focus more on the idea and concept developed. He noticed that students in 

the south usually have billions of ideas when they are completing engineering but fail to go through with 

them as they are drawn towards the idea of getting a job with a fixed amount in salary, but in north there 

exists an openness to explore and take risks. However, the situation is changing now with Bangalore 

being quite the hub of entrepreneurship and there is a definite change in mindset within students. He 



motivated students to bring India to the forefront and encouraged them to just try and give their dreams a 

shot with utmost hard work and passion. 

 

Mr. Sujay Kumar spoke of his unique vitamin concept for entrepreneurs. He says that Vitamin-M, 

Money, is not important but the Vitamins - F , L and G which is Faith ,Love and Grace is what makes the 

difference.Mr. Kumar highlighted the importance of an encouraging peer group and the collective 

influence it plays. He spoke of how he first started out with just Rs.100/- and borrowed Rs.30000/- and 

now his company has grown so much more. He believes that with faith in one’s idea, love and affection 

and a multiple skill, one will be able to achieve anything. 

 

The next speaker, Mr. Dhanush Ravath addressing the value of roots said that only while approaching 

investors in the initial stages college names might play a role, but regardless of it any idea that solves a 

problem in the society or adds value to the market will always be appreciated. He believes that a strong 

idea is one that solves problems and addresses the customers' needs most efficiently. He stressed on the 

importance of having a good team and building a team with different skill sets, a team with diverse 

complementing skills. Sharing lessons from his journey he says that starting is always a risk but one must 

be open to the process of  learning and failing and getting up. 

 

The next set of topics discussed were focused on financing and comprehending the company's statistics 

and product value ,to the right time to change the direction of the company and dealing with failures. 

 

 Mr.Rohan Joshi began the discussion by saying that he couldn't possibly count the number of mistakes he 

made during his journey. But told the students that with each failure he only kept growing.  He spoke of 

his entrepreneurial journey where he started out with a company which could be described as a Technical 

quora- which solved technical problems for clients and customers and changed over time along with the 

shift in market scopes.He advised the young entrepreneurs to not seek revenue at the early stages as this 

would involve  basic contract problems as the product of the company would then be shared and hence 

there would not be sole control over the product ,creating dissatisfaction and confusion in most cases. 

Regarding when to change the direction of the company he suggested that the students give their ideas 18 

to 36 months to observe the product and its growth before making a decision. 

 

Mr.Shreekrishna said that one must have done thorough background work and should know the product-

life and its sustenance in the society and the market and his reasons for starting out in the transformer 

industry was because transformers are an evergreen necessity. He alarmed the students saying that 

changing products is not easy and must be done only after a lot of research and contemplation. 

 

Mr.Rupesh added by saying that the first year goes quick and is a time for entrepreneurs to feel the 

market, observe the industry and understand its working. He suggested that  2 to 2 and a half years of hard 

work while the company is in its initial stages during the first one to two projects is very critical and only 

after that may the company make reviews and new decisions.  

Mr. Sujay Kumar and Mr. Dhanush explained the factor of flexibility of the company and the importance 

of being vigilant to the changes in the market while having faith and undoubted belief in one's idea while 

starting out. 

 



With the panel discussion complete, the program proceeded to a Question and Answer session where the 

students' questions were to be addressed by the panelists. 

 

Students raised multiple questions regarding Finance and  management  for which the panelists replied by 

saying that they should not rely entirely on banks but to try sourcing money through managing the annual 

sales revenue repeatedly in the initial stages.  

The speakers advised the students to go for funding after they already have a decent annual run rate and 

stressed on the fact that each company is valued differently depending on the market. While most of the 

speakers' companies were bootstrapped and financed by collective team investments they suggested that 

the students research and try funding from places like the India Angels network, Accelerators and Y 

combinatory.  

The next set of questions raised by the students were regarding the primary steps in starting a company , 

means of reaching out for expansion and dealing with competitors in the market. Addressing these 

questions the speakers said that primarily one must focus on the market and the industry necessities 

through market surveying and prototyping. They advised not to focus on the background work too much 

but jump into the field with passion and determination. They continued by saying that competitors don't 

matter. Industries are a replaceable market. They warned the young minds to make sure that there are 

competitors and to never go solely, as there is always a reason for why not many have ventured the route. 

They also advised working with multiple people as it gives different perceptions and hence they can 

evaluate better. The speakers also suggested that entrepreneurs must utilize technology for expansion and 

outreach while also attending conferences as networking in conferences opens a wide range of 

accessibility to multiple potential investors, companies and industry associations.  

 

The program came to an end with the vote of thanks delivered by Professor Sanjana, the Student Activity 

Counsellor of the Institute Innovation Council followed by a few words from Professor Suma M. N,IIC 

president. With active student participation the event resulted in a huge success with students early 

waiting another session soon. In conclusion, the event was interactive, engaging and a great learning step, 

assisting the young entrepreneurs move one step closer to their dream! 

 

Snapshots from the event:  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Report by: 

 

Ranjini Ravi Iyer  

Student Volunteer 

 

 

 

  


